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Abstract. JSK@Home is associated by robotics researhers of the JSK
laboratory. We have been working on many research about home assis-
tant robot and developing EusLISP as the mother environment for all
JSK robots. We also have focused on various robotics fields like robot
control and recognition, and published many useful ROS packages as
the jsk-ros-pkg. In the RoboCup@Home we will focus on extending our
achieved approaches in the manipulation, robot motions, and percep-
tion area to the interaction field. Through this competition, we plan to
evalute our robotic software system and to develop novel human robot
interaction method to achieve robust home assistant robot.

1 Introduction

The JSK Labratory have been conducting extensive research on dealing with
various problems of robot perception. grasping, and manipulation in household
environments. Our mother environment is geometrical model based system based
on EusLISP [1], and we have developed ROS plugin for EusLISP to communicate
our own robot system and various ROS software components. We have been pub-
lishing our robot softwares as open source software on GitHub[2], including robot
control, recognition, etc. In the RoboCup@Home league, we focus to evaluate
Daily-assistant functions we have developed, and plan to integrate and improve
these softwares more closely in relation to human-robot interaction.

2 Background

2.1 Fetch and carry task with large scale indoor navigation

We have achieved large-scale indoor navigation using semantic database [3]. The
proposed method has object information as common-sense knowledge with rela-
tive places. Also the robot has multi layerd 2D geometrical map information of
the whole building (Fig. 1) and can use an elevator to go to another floor, recog-
nize buttons and display information of the elevator. We evaluated the system
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Fig. 1. SLAM for multi floors[3]
Fig. 2. Image of sandwich fetch and
delivery task using PR2 robot[3]

Fig. 3. System image to reproducing
grasping trajectory [4]

Fig. 4. Humanoid robot hands over a
tool for human [5]

in the sandwich fetch and delivery task. In the task, robot has no direct infor-
mation about sandwich instance but has information that sandwich is a food.
When the robot is asked to deliver sandwich, the robot recognize it is the food
and its relative location is ”kitchen” and ”sandwich shop”. Firstly try to find a
sandwich from kitchen, if it is not found then nextly the robot buy at the shop
on the another floor using an elevator (Fig. 2).

2.2 Grasping object and using tools

We have been studying a lot about grasping object and tool manipulation by
humanoid robots. These studies have an eye on robots’ cooperation with human.
Motions are learned by robot itself rather than manipulating robot by human
directly. The way to acquire motion is by mainly watching human motion and
imitating them. For example, humanoid robots observe the grasp motion by
human and then reproduce the motion by modifying them for their body in the
study [4] . We show the whole system for reproducing grasp motion in figure 3 In
the study [5], the robot learns how to grasp tools through human-robot handover
as in figure 4. Our study of [6], shows operating an object which is contact with
what robot has in hand, for example, a boiled egg on a food turner. From these
experiences, we have learnt how to generate arm moving trajectory and grasping
motions for robots, and also how to extract information about some usual tools
from human behavior.
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Fig. 5. The home assistant robot[7]
Fig. 6. Finding an article of clothing
on the floor and picking it up [7]

2.3 Perception for object manipulation

We have specifically conducted a case study of a life-sized robot that can perform
various daily chores including kitchen tasks, clothes handling, and sweeping[7](Fig.
5). Detection of clothes for clothes handling tasks is challenging as they are higly
deformable objects. Wrinkle features, descripted by Garbor filters, are proposed
for the task of cloth detection (Fig. 6). Nishino et al proposes a method to find
strings of characters from natural scene image, that provide much information
for robots to understand the environments[8]. It finds character candidates by
taking particular note of closed contours in an image, and detects character
strings by evaluating their size and line consistency. Nagahama et al[9] proposes
a novel method to estimate a tool’s function by evaluating the relational hierar-
chy between a tool and objects obtained by tracking overlapped regions among
them, and their accompanying movements. This enables robots to understand
functions of tools while observing a person manipulates them.

2.4 Human Robot Interaction

Our focus of reseach contains how to observe people in order to reflect their
feeling and deduce what kind of assistance is required. In addition, we have been
trying to expand the human robot interaction design towards children. Bain-
bridge et al. [10] studied a methodology using sensor data from a humanoid
robot to interpret a person’s feelings. She focused on the relationship between
sensor data and a person’s impression towards a robot after the handshake in-
teraction (Fig. 7). Issac et al. [11] designed the robot system for finding a person
who gets lost. By focusing on the head pose (Fig. 8) and the frequency of its
change by using Neural Network, the person’s state of “lost” or “not lost” can
be detected. Kochigami et al. [12] focused on the commercially available robot
“Pepper” and specified what it can and cannot do. This study is a first step for
the system which a robot can get helped by a child when it has a diffucult task
and therefore they can do chores together.
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Fig. 7. Handshake with a humanoid
robot[10]

Fig. 8. 9- or 3-level Discretization of
head pose used in the study[11]

3 Help-me-carry Task

In the RoboCup@Home, we plan to improve and extend our previous works to
achieve a user-friendly home assistant robot in the daily-life environment. For
qualification, we describe an implementation of the Help-me-carry task. The
robot knows geometrical map and table position to put a baggage, but does
not know car position. In the task, we focus on following 5 functions; Task
Management, Navigation, Person Tracking, Speech Recognition, and Hand Over
Manipulation.

3.1 Task Management

Fig. 9 a state graph of the task. We use SMACH[13] for task management and
define following 4 states. When the robot fails in each states, the robot will retry
the state until success.

Follow to car Firstly the robot recognize “Follow me” and track person H1.
the robot will stop with “Stop following” and add Car spot with “Here is the
car” on the map.

Pick bag up Secondly the robot takes a baggage from a person H1 through
hand over, the robot detects succeeded to take a baggage using its sensors.

Deliver bag to home Thirdly the robot moves to kitchen table and puts
baggage on the table, note that the robot knows entire map of environment and
position of the kitchen table.

Guide person to car After putting a baggage, the robot asks “Help me carry”
to another person H2 near the table and waits until reply “OK” from a person
H2. then the robot moves back to Car. Finally the robot declares “Here is the
Car” when robot arrives at Car spot.
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Fig. 9. SMACH graph of Help-me-carry task

3.2 Navigation

To manage map, we use jsk maps package[14], is extension of ROS 2d nav coop-
erating gazebo and EusLISP geometrical environment model. Using this package,
the map can be created only in the simulation environment applying EusLISP
geometrical scene model into gazebo simulator (Fig. 10). Also map server has
“Spot” as a symbol of location, the robot can move target position using “Spot”
name (Fig. 11). “Spot” symbols can be added or removed dynamically, in the
help-me-carry task “Car” spot is added via speech recognition.

3.3 Person Tracking

The Follow-to-car state requires person tracking. We employ KCF tracking [15]
of OpenCV3, using head mounted 3D camera. KCF tracking is enough robust
for pose change of the person, the algorithm can track person whether with front
or back side, also when a person moves to out of frame as shown in Figs. 12 -
14.
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Fig. 10. 3D simulation model in
Gazebo

Fig. 11. Navigation using 2D map and
symbolic spot

Fig. 12. KCF tracking:
front

Fig. 13. KCF tracking:
back

Fig. 14. KCF tracking:
out of frame

3.4 Speech Recognition

In the Help-me-carry task speech recognition is the most important function to
accept commands, e.g. spot registration in the “Follow to car” state and wait
for reply in the “Guide person to car” state. For speech recognition we employ
SpeechRecognition of Python package[16]. It can use several recognition engines
and in the task we choose Google Speech Recognition.

3.5 Hand Over Manipulation

As describe in previous section, we have studied about human-robot hand over
[5]. According to this study, the robot measures weight using wrist force sensor
to detect putting a baggage on the gripper in hand over task.

4 Conclusions

The JSK Laboratory have been conducting research on robot perception, ma-
nipulation, open software platforms to introduce robots into households to assist
humans. We believe with all the experieces we have accumulated on the field,
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RoboCup@Home league will be the place for us to evaluate our research results,
and also share experiences with other teams from around the world.
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Team Name: JSK@Home
Country: Japan
Affiliation: JSK laboratory, Graduate School of Information Science and Tech-

nology, The University of Tokyo
Team Leader Name: Hiroaki Yaguchi
Contact Information: jskathome@jsk.imi.i.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Website: http://www.jsk.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp/ nagahama/robocup/wiki/
Qualification Video: https://youtu.be/lTHkpvEBHJo
Team Members: Students: Ba Tran, Yuki Furuta, Kazuhiro Sasabuchi, Kanae

Kochigami, Muku Takeda, Zijia Li. Supervisors: Masayuki Inaba, Kei Okada,
Hiroaki Yaguchi, Kotaro Nagahama.

Standard Platform: HSR

Standard Robot Platform HSR Description

– Base: Omnidirectional wheel
– Torso: 1 DoF elevator
– Single arm: 4 DoF
– Gripper: 1 DoF parallel link
– Neck: 2 DoF (Pan - Tilt)
– Range sensor: 1 horizontal LRF on the base
– Force sensor: 6 axis in the wrist
– Camera: IR pattern projection 3D camera, Stereo camera and Wide-range

camera on the head, monocular camera in the hand.
– Microphone: Microphone array on the head

Robot’s Software Description

For our robot we are using the following software:

– Platform: ROS, EusLISP [1], and jsk-ros-pkg [2]
– Task Management: SMACH[13]
– Navigation, localization and mapping: jsk maps [14]
– Person Tracking: KCF Tracking[15] of OpenCV3
– Speech recognition: Python SpeechRecognition Package[16]

https://github.com/jsk-ros-pkg/jsk_demos/tree/master/jsk_maps
https://github.com/jsk-ros-pkg/jsk_demos/tree/master/jsk_maps
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/SpeechRecognition/
http://www.jsk.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~nagahama/robocup/wiki/
https://youtu.be/lTHkpvEBHJo
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